
All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at www.IKEA.co.id for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

Sofa for everyone
It would be pretty strange if everyone wanted the same sofa, wouldn’t 
it? That’s exactly why SÖDERHAMN sofa series is based on durable 
and comfortable modules that you can combine any way you like. Are 
you looking for a big sofa or a small one? Do you want a cosy corner 
to curl up in? Or maybe it’s a sofa-bed you need? With SÖDERHAMN 
you’re free to create the combination that suits you – the possibilities 
are endless. 

Comfortable in a new way
With SÖDERHAMN we wanted to use materials efficiently and make a 
really comfortable sofa that also has a light, airy design. That’s why we 
did things a little differently than usual and put elastic webbing in the 
bottom of the sofa. It works together with the seat cushions to give a 
soft springy feeling. To this we added a generous seat depth and loose 
back cushions, so you can always arrange your sofa so it’s perfectly 
comfortable for you.

BUYING GUIDE

MODELS
Armrest 
Footstool
One-seat section
Corner section
Chaise-longue
3-seat section

Removable cover

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Washable cover

Read more in the  
guarantee brochure.

 

SÖDERHAMN
Seating series
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COMBINATIONS

SÖDERHAMN corner sofa, 6-seat 
Overall size: 291×291/99×83 cm

Total price incl. cover 
SÖDERHAMN c22 291×291 Finnsta turquoise 591.359.50 Rp25.485.000
SÖDERHAMN c22 291x291 Finnsta white 491.352.72 Rp25.485.000
SÖDERHAMN c22 291x291 Samsta dark grey 099.020.81 Rp22.985.000
SÖDERHAMN c22 291x291 Samsta light pink 191.512.92 Rp22.985.000

SÖDERHAMN 3-seat sofa 
Overall size: 279×99×83 cm

Total price incl. cover 
SÖDERHAMN so3 Finnsta turquoise 591.359.45 Rp10.995.000
SÖDERHAMN so3 Finnsta white 791.352.61 Rp10.995.000
SÖDERHAMN so3 Samsta dark grey 999.019.68 Rp9.995.000
SÖDERHAMN so3 Samsta light pink 491.513.23 Rp9.995.000

SÖDERHAMN armchair 
Overall size: 105×99×83 cm

Total price incl. cover 
SÖDERHAMN ach Finnsta turquoise                         391.356.49 Rp6.995.000
SÖDERHAMN ach Finnsta white                             191.335.66 Rp6.995.000
SÖDERHAMN ach Samsta dark grey 998.994.80 Rp5.495.000
SÖDERHAMN ach Samsta light pink 291.512.77 Rp5.495.000

SÖDERHAMN 4-seat sofa with chaise longue 
Overall size: 291×99/151×83 cm

Total price incl. cover 
SÖDERHAMN so3 + chs lng Finnsta turquoise 691.362.37 Rp16.990.000
SÖDERHAMN so3 + chs lng Finnsta white 291.359.61 Rp16.990.000
SÖDERHAMN so3 + chs lng Samsta dark grey 099.020.38 Rp14.990.000
SÖDERHAMN so3 + chs lng Samsta light pink 491.513.18 Rp14.990.000

SÖDERHAMN corner sofa, 4-seat  
Overall size: 291×99/198×83 cm

Total price incl. cover 
SÖDERHAMN c21 291x198 Finnsta turquoise 591.368.55 Rp21.485.000
SÖDERHAMN c21 291x198 Finnsta white 991.367.83 Rp21.485.000
SÖDERHAMN c21 291x198 Samsta dark grey 499.020.60 Rp18.485.000
SÖDERHAMN c21 291x198 Samsta light pink 191.512.87 Rp18.485.000



ALL PARTS AND PRICES

Armrest One-seat  
section*

Corner  
section*

Chaise-longue* 3-seat  
section** 

Width×Depth×Height in cm 82×53×6 93×99×83 99×99×83 93×151×83 186×99×83

Complete with cover

FINNSTA white Rp1.000.000 Rp4.995.000 Rp5.495.000 Rp5.995.000 Rp8.995.000

FINNSTA turquoise Rp1.000.000 Rp4.995.000 Rp5.495.000 Rp5.995.000 Rp8.995.000

SAMSTA dark grey Rp750.000 Rp3.995.000 Rp4.495.000 Rp4.995.000 Rp8.495.000

SAMSTA light pink Rp750.000 Rp3.995.000 Rp4.495.000 Rp4.995.000 Rp8.495.000

Extra cover

FINNSTA white Rp500.000 Rp2.300.000 Rp2.500.000 Rp2.500.000 Rp3.500.000

FINNSTA turquoise Rp500.000 Rp2.300.000 Rp2.500.000 Rp2.500.000 Rp3.500.000

SAMSTA dark grey Rp250.000 Rp1.300.000 Rp1.500.000 Rp1.500.000 Rp3.000.000

SAMSTA light pink Rp250.000 Rp1.300.000 Rp1.500.000 Rp1.500.000 Rp3.000.000
 

Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and arm-
chairs so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s 
ability to resist abrasion is tested by using a machine to 
rub it against another fabric while applying firm pressure. 
A fabric that can take 15,000 cycles is suitable for furniture 
that must withstand everyday life at home – and if it can 
take more than 30,000 cycles, it is very resistant to abra-
sion. All fabrics are sensitive to sunlight, which is why we 
also check that our fabrics resist fading effectively.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability 
of our fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story. 
Durability also depends on materials, construction and 
manner of use. Heavy, tightly woven fabrics with a flat sur-
face are most resistant to abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture 
of natural and synthetic fibres can withstand abrasion bet-
ter than fabrics with only natural fibers. Yarn-dyed fabrics 
are more durable than fabrics with printed patterns. And a 
dirty cover wears out faster than a clean one. The fabric is 
also affected by how you use your sofa of course.

Washing instructions

Resistance 
to abrasion 
(cycles)

Light  
fastness 
(0-6)

FINNSTA: heavy cotton- and polyester mix with a nice texture. Yarndyed with a slight two-tone 
 effect.

Machine washable at 40°C. 25.000 5

SAMSTA: hardwearing micro fibre fabric with a sanded look and a soft feel. Machine washable at 30°C. 40.000 5

 * 1 lumbar cushion is included.
 ** 2 lumbar cushions are included. 
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